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An imposing, double bay-fronted four 
bedroom detached family home nestled on 
the renowned Chapel Lane in highly sought 
after South Knighton boasting generous 
living accommodation complemented by a 
triple garaging and a large garden. 

 Substantial Detached Home 

 Four Bedrooms 

 Three Reception Rooms 

 Potential For Extensions Or Redesign STPP 

 Cosmetic Modernisation Required 

 Good Sized Plot With Garden 

 Master Bedroom With Ensuite 

 Early Viewing Essential 

 Ample Driveway And Triple Garaging 

 Renowned Chapel Lane In South Knighton 



 



Property  
 

This substantial property, extending over 2200 sq. ft., has 
been a cherished family home for over four decades. Now 
time for new ownership, this home, with its generous plot 
and accommodation, offers an exciting and rare 
opportunity for the purchaser to redesign and remodel to 
create a modern family residence juxtaposing the period 
exterior, subject to relevant planning. The 
accommodation is immaculately maintained but is in need 
of cosmetic modernisation for those desiring 
contemporary living. The potential offered is immediately 
evident upon entering into the large and welcoming 
entrance hall. The principle rooms sit off the hall and 
come in the form of a spacious living dining room 
spanning over 23 feet in length, a secondary sitting room 
currently set up as a study, and the breakfast kitchen. The 
living dining room enjoys a bay window to the front, 
coving to the ceiling, feature arched alcove, and central 
fireplace. The room flows into the conservatory to the 
rear via fully glazed sliding doors; the room provides 
additional space for families and is embellished by stain 
glass top windows. The study also benefits from a bay 
window which floods the room with natural light; the 

  

 

Outside  
 

This home occupies a generous plot with a large block 
paved driveway offering car standing for multiple 
vehicles. The property itself is set behind a low level brick 
wall creating the feeling of grandeur. Two shallow steps 
lead up to the patio and pathway to the front door. Trees 
and shrubbery on the boundaries separate this home from 
neighbouring dwellings. A single garage is attached to the 
main house and features double doors to both the front 
and rear. Accessed beyond here, via a tarmac drive, is a 
detached double garage with single entrance door.  
 
The tarmac drive providing access to the double garage 
continues beyond and encases the good sized lawn. The 
garden provides the ideal canvas for the purchaser to 
transform into a space to suit individual needs. 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

space provides an opportunity to be remodelled and 
incorporated into the breakfast kitchen to update the 
layout for popular 21st century living. Currently, the 
breakfast kitchen is fitted with a range of timber shaker 
style wall and base units encompassing appliances with a 
laminate worksurface atop. There is a pantry to the side 
and a lobby with WC and door to the rear garden. There 
is potential, subject to planning permission to extend this 
space perhaps even in line with the conservatory. 
 
The staircase, rising from the entrance hall, grants access 
to the galleried landing above which basks in natural light 
thanks to the large window positioned over the half 
landing. Three of the four existing bedrooms are 
generous doubles with the master enjoying a shower 
ensuite. This home is completed with a family bathroom; 
each bathroom has been immaculately maintained and 
features sanitaryware from past trends.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Location  
 

Chapel Lane, leading to Knighton Road, is a sought after 
residential street located in the ever popular suburb of 
South Knighton lying approximately two miles to the south 
of the city centre. The suburb itself offers a corner shop 
and popular pub within a couple of minutes' walk, large 
park, and benefits from regular bus services to the city 
centre. Within walking distance are both the renowned 
Allandale Road/Francis Street and Queens Road shopping 
parades which offer a wide variety of independent shops, 
boutiques, cafes and bars.  
 
There is a wide selection of independent and state 
schooling for all ages including Leicester High School 
minutes' walk away and Leicester Grammar School in 
Great Glen. The property is also excellently located for 
University of Leicester and Leicester Royal Infirmary while 
the A6 provides direct access to Leicester train station 
where there are regular services to London St Pancras and 
Birmingham New Street.  
 

Viewings and Directions  
 

Strictly by appointment only through the sole agent Oliver 
Rayns.  
 
Postcode for Sat Nav: LE2 3WE 
 
 
 

 

 
 



 

Disclaimer: The Particulars are issued on the understanding that all negotiations are conducted through Oliver Rayns who for themselves or the Vendor whose agents they are, give notice that:  

(a) Whilst every care is taken in the preparation of these particulars, their accuracy is not guaranteed, and they do not constitute any part of an offer or contract. Any intended purchaser  must satisfy himself by inspection or otherwise as to the correctness of each of the statements contained in these particular s. 
All measurements are approximate.  

(b) They do not accept liability for any inaccuracy in these particulars nor for any travelling expenses incurred by the appl icants in viewing properties that may have been let, sold or withdrawn. 

 

Oliver Rayns Ltd 
115 C larendon Park Road 

Clarendon Park 

Leicester LE2 3AH  

01162 960 940 
info@oliverrayns.com  

www.oliverrayns.com  

 

 


